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Why fitting the correct Euro level Catalytic 
Converter and DPF is vital…

Expansion of the Gates hose range opens up 
new profit opportunities…

GATESTECHZONE.COM

YOUR SOURCE FOR  
EVOLVING HOSE TECHNOLOGY
Coolant hoses today are much more than formed 
rubber. Many vehicle manufacturers utilise 
modular hoses, which feature integrated 
components such as quick connects, branches, 
sensors, and valves. These components 
tend to fail earlier than rubber, representing 
great opportunities for aftermarket sales. 

Gates is a prime manufacturer of high-quality  
OE and aftermarket hoses. Every coolant 
hose matches the OE in fit, form, and function; 
utilising OE-exact connectors to ensure a 
simple leak-free installation. With over 1500 
references available by late 2018 and 
coverage for all popular manufacturers, Gates 
is your source for cooling system hoses. 

AMAZING UPSELL 
OPPORTUNITIES 
TO BOOST YOUR 
BUSINESS

GREAT DEALS 
ON GARAGE 
EQUIPMENT

OIL STOCK 
MANAGEMENT 
MADE SIMPLE
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INSPECTION 
LAMP DEALS

 www.ringautomotive.com    /ringautomotive                      

Rechargeable

Li-ion

Colour temp

6000K
Lumens

1000

RURL1000

Ramp 
Light LED 
Inspection 
Lamp

RIL3100HP

MAGflex 
UV LED 
Inspection 
Lamp

Lumens

440

Rechargeable

Li-ion

Colour temp

6000K

Light

UV

180º

Rechargeable

Li-ion

Colour temp

6000K
Lumens

240

RIL5300HP

Al3 LED  
Inspection 
Lamp

•  Rechargeable 
and cordless

•  New technology 
COB LED provides 
240 lumens light 
output

•  Tough robust 
aluminium and 
rubber construction 
designed for every 
day use 

•    Multi-positioning for 
directional lighting

•  High power LED 
torch function

•  440 lumen 
strip LED

•  180º ratcheting 
to adjust 
the angle of the 
light source

•  UV torch function 
for leak detection

•  3 x 5W LEDs provide 
1000 lumens 
light output

• 3 levels of light output

•  6000K colour 
temperature 
bright light

•  90º magnetic plate, 
40º head, 60º wide 
angle illumination 
(all adjustable)

•  Rechargeable 3.7V 
10400mAh Li-ion battery

• Incl. AC mains adapter

£60.00
+VAT

£21.50
+VAT

£35.55
+VAT

When they’re gone they’re gone!

12167 SmartChoices inspection lamp ad 157x224mm.indd   1 22/05/2019   16:05

Smart Choice Terms & Conditions

Offers end 31st August 2019. All offers subject to availability and change without notice. Certain featured products 
may not be stocked by all members. Call your local IFA Member with any stock or pricing queries. These offers 
cannot be used in conjunction with any offer except at the discretion of your local IFA Member. All prices shown 
are exclusive of VAT. Pictures used are for illustrative purposes only and products are not shown at actual size or 
to scale. All product/marketing claims are the responsibility of the company on behalf of whom they are made and 
are not the liability of the IFA or its agents. E & OE.

All lease payment examples are based on a 60 month repayment period and with a NIL DEPOSIT facility. All lease 
figures quoted are subject to VAT and status. Alternative lease plans are available and can be tailored to your 
exact requirements. If you have any questions regarding lease facilities please call Alliance & General Leasing on 
02478 220 000.
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GATESTECHZONE.COM

YOUR SOURCE FOR  
EVOLVING HOSE TECHNOLOGY
Coolant hoses today are much more than formed 
rubber. Many vehicle manufacturers utilise 
modular hoses, which feature integrated 
components such as quick connects, branches, 
sensors, and valves. These components 
tend to fail earlier than rubber, representing 
great opportunities for aftermarket sales. 

Gates is a prime manufacturer of high-quality  
OE and aftermarket hoses. Every coolant 
hose matches the OE in fit, form, and function; 
utilising OE-exact connectors to ensure a 
simple leak-free installation. With over 1500 
references available by late 2018 and 
coverage for all popular manufacturers, Gates 
is your source for cooling system hoses. 

HOSES FROM GATES SATISFY  
MARKET DEMANDS

Expansion of the Gates hose range at the end of last year opened up new market opportunities for installers. 
Branched modular hoses and a new range of turbocharger hoses were significant additions among over 1500 new 
references that were added. This proved to be good news for garages for several reasons.

First of all, Gates is the hose manufacturer. That means garages are able 
to source OE quality replacement hose assemblies more easily through 
the independent aftermarket rather than the dealer networks. There are 
major cost savings. installing most of these new references is a relatively 
straightforward procedure. Last – but not least - the new hoses from Gates 
are also generating significant profit opportunities.

NEW RANGE FEATURES 
Modular branched hoses are distinguished by a more complex appearance 
than many of the earlier hoses in the range. Often supplied complete 
with quick connecters, flow restrictors, sensor ports and other plastic 
connectors, all of the new references are commonly found on vehicles 
produced over the last 5-10 years. 

Turbocharger hoses are new to the Gates passenger car range. Like the 
branched hoses, these turbocharger hoses appear more complex in 
design. They also feature quick connectors and components that are made 
from a variety of materials designed to add protection and withstand high 

temperatures. For example, pressurised air picks up oil particles from 
different components inside the turbocharger system. Over time, these are 
eventually deposited on the inner linings of the turbocharger hoses.  
It is a process that can eventually lead to blow-off or the rupturing of the  
OE hoses.

Moulded hoses – featuring more traditional designs without plastic 
connectors - are well established in the Gates hose range, but the range has 
also increased significantly.

MARKET READY
The expansion of the Gates range of hoses range was well timed. It followed 
research that showed branched hoses and turbocharger hoses on many 
models in the market were recording premature failures. Consequently, 
most of the latest references in the Gates range have arrived with 
established demand. 

MANUFACTURING TRENDS
The latest OE cooling systems are often model specific, with complex hose 
assemblies and components often less resilient than those that featured in 
earlier designs. This makes them subject to failure earlier in the life of the 
vehicles. Thanks to some extensive market research, the new references 
in the Gates range will satisfy pre-existing demand and cover models from 
many popular makes. These will include references for cars built by BMW, 
Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen/Audi and Land Rover, for example.

All of these are featured in the Gates online catalogue  
(www.gatesautocat.com). The long-term plan is to develop the hose 
range and position the Gates brand as the aftermarket’s first call for 
replacement hoses.

BRANCHED HOSES AND TURBOCHARGER REFERENCES AMONG THE PROFIT OPPORTUNITIES

UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY AND DEPENDABILITY
As a pioneering company in high-technology automotive products, Gates has over 30 years of experience in hose manufacturing allowing full control of the 
production process and quality of the product. Every Gates hose matches the OE in form, fit and function. The extensiveness of our range ensures you will 
find the right hose for nearly all of the European car parc.

PRODUCT
FOCUS

26 Carwood / Fourstones
27 Tech Talk: Ivor Searle
28 Launch UK
29 Cool Zone / Delphi
30 SIP
31 Technical Hotlines
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1946EST.

® IT’S WHAT SETS US APART!

Part No Description Case 
Qty

ATS010 Grey Primer 12
ATS011 White Primer 12
ATS012 Red Oxide Primer 12
ATS013 Satin Black 12
ATS014 Matt Black 12
ATS015 Gloss Black 12
ATS016 Gloss White 12
ATS017 Silver Wheels 12
ATS019 Clear Lacquer (Acrylic) 12
ATS020 Plastic Primer 12
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Tests conducted in Federal-Mogul Motorparts Chapel, UK and Barcelona, Spain test centres. Results available upon request. (info@fmmotorparts.com)
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Ferodo®is the premium braking brand and one of the global leaders in both Original Equipment 
and aftermarket products. The brand has excelled for over 100 years in leading technical 
innovation. Today, Ferodo® is synonymous with excellence and a continued commitment to 
developing braking solutions for the future.

As a result, Ferodo® has naturally become the preferred choice of OEM’s, and a trusted name in 
braking. Indeed, Ferodo® produces more than 40 million pads for OE annually and in the last 10 
years has manufactured more than 431 million brake pads for OE fitment!

RIDE: LV Ford C1 (Focus, C-Max, Kuga)    PLAYERS: ECO-FRICTION® vs. Competitors
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R 
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PERFORMANCE DEVIATIONSITUATION: COMFORT TEST
Braking comfort can be difficult to pinpoint but a  
driver knows when something is amiss.   
How good is the initial bite?   
How good does the pedal feel?  
Are there any irritating noises?   
These are all things that need to  
be just right.

Skilled test drivers apply  
VER-ratings according to how  
brakes perform in these  
categories.  A 10-point  
scale is used, based on  
rigorous OE standards.  
The minimum rating for OE acceptance is VER6.

FERODO is the only product which consistently exceeds the OE 
benchmark, making it a comfortable first choice for you to recommend to  
your customers.

TOP RATED BY TEST 
DRIVERS FOR COMFORT
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febi connects your steering system

Stabiliser links provide vital support to vehicle stability, connecting 
the anti-roll bar and control arm in the steering system. Absorbing 
jolts from potholes or bumps in the road, they are safety critical for 
ensuring proper road handling and driving safety. 

febi supplies over 1,000 stabiliser links in range for a variety of 
vehicle makes and models including Audi, Mercedes, Peugeot and 
Volkswagen. All febi stabiliser links are of OE matching quality for 
quick and hassle-free replacement between service intervals.  
 
When you want to be sure of quality and fitment, choose febi. 

Description febi No. OE To fit

Stabiliser 
Link ProKit 

102229 LR 035489 Land Rover Discovery V 
(2016-)

Stabiliser 
Link 

101029 205 326 04 17 Mercedes C-Class (205),  
CLS (257), E-Class (213),  
GLC (253)

Stabiliser 
Link ProKit

102810 5Q0 411 315 B Audi A3 (8V), TT (FV) /  
Seat Leon (5F) / Skoda Karoq 
(NU), Octavia (5E, NL) /  
VW Golf 7 (5G)

SOLUTIONS 
MADE IN GERMANY

www.febi.com
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Ask your local stockist  
for more information or contact 
Comma Customer Services on 
01474 564311

Workshop in
Bedfordshire 
servicing 50  
cars per week

226L  
per month

Maximise your servicing profit by helping you 
stock the right oil, in the right pack sizes 

Using data  
gathered from  

CommaOil.com 
(2.4m VRN look-ups)

Local level stock  
profiling based  

on actual  
vehicles serviced

Recommending  
grades and  
pack sizes

Profit calculator  
focussing on  

PPL opportunity

New for  
2019What oils should your  

workshop stock?

Confidence comes from within

www.CommaOil.com

Our unique stock profiling tool will:

Additional 10% margin opportunity fitting 
Comma versus competitor brands*

*FactorSales data

• For the first time, you can profile the 
engine oil you need to stock, based on 
the cars you service and the location of 
your workshop

• Improve your cash flow so you don’t tie 
up money by stocking the wrong grades

• Peace of mind when servicing cars 
by using Comma’s online application 
system 

• Give your customers more confidence 
by servicing their car with an OE 
approved oil

40
94

BRA4094 COMMA WORKSHOP STOCK [1PP]_224x318.indd   1 22/03/2019   16:28

For the first time in today’s complex servicing 
market, your workshop can now profile the engine 
oils you need, in the relevant pack sizes, based on 
your location and cars you service.

Comma has developed the new tool by analysing data 
from 2mn lookups at CommaOil.com, from right across 
the UK. Workshops can find their correct stock profile by 
simply entering their location, number of vehicles they 
service and, if they are a marque specialist, by selecting 
the make of vehicles they service. 

“The objective of Comma’s latest Stock Profiling Tool is 
to assist both the distributor and workshop customer by 
utilising a staggering 2mn unique application lookups 
across the whole of the UK, to simplify oil stocking. This 
unique tool makes oil selection simple, meaning less 
capital is tied up by the workshop. Most importantly 
though, by using it in conjunction with Comma’s industry 

leading application systems, it ensures that the correct 
grade of oil is both stocked and fitted, giving complete 
peace of mind to the workshop and consumer in what is 
today, a very complex market”, said Mike Bewsey, Sales 
and Marketing Director.  

What are the benefits to your workshop?

The unique features of the Stock Profiling Tool will 
maximise your workshop’s overall servicing profits as 
it allows you to stock the correct oils, in the right pack 
sizes, meaning less waste and cash tied up in stock of 
the incorrect grades. 

Comma’s Stock Profiling Tool is completely bespoke and 
unique. It is optimised to your local needs for workshop 
satisfaction and, whilst working both on and offline 
across all mobile, tablet and laptop devices, it really is 
easier than ever to stock the correct products.

Oil stock management  
made simple with  

Comma’s Stock Profiling Tool!

To find out more about Comma’s Stock Profiling Tool, contact 
your local branch today!
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www.wixeurope.com

Thanks to properly selected �lter media, WIX 
�lters can stop particles as small as 1 micron, 70 
times smaller than the thickness of human hair. 
This ensures that most pollutants are trapped in 
the cabin �lter.

The Microban antibacterial system removes 
almost 100% of bacteria and allergens from the 
air. It is an odourless, non-toxic coating, invisible 
to the human eye, applied to the �lter media, 
which e�ectively stops pollutants and ensures 
clean air in the passenger cabin.

An illustrated manual is attached to 
each cabin �lter to assist with 
installation as much as possible. Visit
www.wixeurope.com to �nd out 
more

CABIN FILTERS
PROTECTING THE PASSENGER
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A SELECTON OF HARD-TO-FIND NICHE 
PARTS THAT ARE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK!

SIMON’S SPECIALIST STUFF SMART
CHOICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

HIGH
FAILURE

105-0003
ACCELERATOR PEDAL 
(OEM) 
•  To fit: Ford Transit Mk 6 Diesel (00-06)

140-0001
BONNET RELEASE CABLE  
– AM 
•  To fit: Ford Galaxy (06-15), Mondeo MK4, 

S-Max (06-15)

140-0002
BONNET RELEASE REPAIR 
KIT (OEM) 
•  To fit: Ford Focus Mk 2, C-Max (04-11)

414-0010
GEAR LINK ROD 
•  To fit: Citroën C2, C3; Peugeot

175-0053
TOP MOUNTING  
& BEARING KIT 
•  To fit: Ford Galaxy (15>), Mondeo Mk 5 (14>),  

S-Max (15>)

175-0052
REAR AXLE BUSH 
•  To fit: Chevrolet Aveo, Matiz

442-0004
OPTIMUM QUALITY 
HEATER RESISTER 
•  To fit: BMW E39, E46, E53, E83

533-0013
OIL FILTER HOUSING WITH 
OIL FILTER AND COOLER 
•  To fit: Citroën C-Crosser (07>), C5 Mk 

2, C5 Mk 3, C6, C8; Ford Mondeo Mk 4, 
Galaxy Mk 2, S-Max; Jaguar XF; Land 
Rover Freelander Mk 2, Range Rover 
Discovery Sport, Range Rover Evoque; 
Peugeot 407, 508, 807, 4007

534-0008
OIL FILTER – OEM 
•  To fit: Ford Focus (18>); PSA 1.5 TDCI  

6 speed (08)

800-0074
WIPER MOTOR 
•  To fit: Volkswagen Transporter T5

683-0002
SUMP PLUG & WASHER 
•  To fit: Ford Fiesta (17>), Focus (17>), 

Connect (15>), Mondeo (16>) 1.5 TDCI

584-0001
FUEL ADDITIVE PUNCH/BAG 
WITH 1000ml OF FLUID – 
AFTERMARKET 
•  To fit: Citroën C3, C4 1.6 HDI; Peugeot 207, 

208 1.4 / 1.6 HDI

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

HIGH
FAILURE

HIGH
FAILURE

HIGH
FAILURE

HIGH
FAILURE

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

HOT
PRICE!

HIGH
FAILURE

HIGH
FAILURE

HIGH
FAILURE

HIGH
FAILURE

HIGH
FAILURE

HIGH
FAILURE

OEM
QUALITY

OEM
QUALITY
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www.blue-print.com

Blue Print’s braking range is comprehensive, covering all areas  
and assuring safe braking performance. Every Blue Print product is 
researched, designed and manufactured to meet OE specification 
standards and undergo stringent and regular quality checks to  
ensure optimum performance and long service life. 

Why Blue Print?

• 20 years’ of experience in the automotive aftermarket
• All parts are manufactured to OE matching quality
• Part of the world-wide bilstein group committed to  

providing first-class products
• 3 years warranty

Including a variety of braking components, Blue Print has an  
extensive range of Brake Discs, Pads, Calipers, Shoes, Drums  
and more. 

Description Blue Print No. OE To fit

Brake Disc ADF124364 2 096 336 Ford Fiesta (2017-)

Brake  
Pad Set ADV184247 7L0 698 151 R,  

955 351 939 14

Audi Q7 (4L) /  
Porsche Cayenne (9PA) / 
VW Touareg 1 (7L)

Brake  
Calipers

ADM54869 / 
ADM54868

DFZ1-33-98Z, 
DFZ1-33-99Z Mazda2 (2007-2015)

Think Braking? Think Blue Print!

Get it right first time with  
Blue Print’s Braking components 

Before returning a Carwood Injector or Pump for a warranty claim, please call our Technical Helpline on 0844 576 2524.

CUT THE RISK OF DIESEL INJECTOR AND PUMP WARRANTY CLAIMS 
WITH THIS SIMPLE 5 STEP DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURE

Diesel Injector and Pump Replacement:

1Check the Fuel
Assess the fuel quality. 
Check bio diesel levels. Check 
the fuel filter for presence of 
water contamination and/or 
contamination from debris.

2Check the Supply 
pump from fuel tank
Check the pre-supply pump. Does 
the supply pump offer enough 
delivery volume and pressure to 
the high-pressure pump?

3Check the Injectors
Check injectors. Carry-out an 
injector leak-off test to indicate 
any potential injector pressure 
loss. 

4Check the Fuel Rail
Check the pressure relief valve 
in the fuel rail. If the pressure 
relief valve has been activated, 
it will not reset and must be 
replaced.

5Check the High-
Pressure Pump
Check to high pressure pump. Use 
a False Actuator Kit and Live Data 
from your diagnostics equipment 
to check the pump operating 
pressure.

Remember to check the 
electrical connections in 
the plugs at each step of the 
diagnosis to ensure no electrical 
connection faults.

5

2

4

3 3 3 3

1

You’ve run ‘On Board Diagnostics’. Your OBD is pointing to a diesel system fault. Before replacing any components Carwood recommend this simple 
diagnosis procedure to pinpoint the fault.
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SF/9010/H Azur 3.0T 2 Post Lift with base frame
The SF/9010/H has a heavy duty column 
design fabricated from FE430 grade steel and 
powerful 4.5kW motor synchronised with the 
slave column via a mechanical chain drive. The 
lift’s load and safety nuts are manufactured 
from resilient Nylatron and work in conjunction 
with the precision engineered cold rolled screw 
manufactured from C40 high carbon steel.

This high specification lift is marketed around 
the world by Tecalemit and has proven to 
deliver outstanding performance under every 
kind of environmental condition. Minimum 
floor requirements for installation are a level 
150mm thickness of C25 concrete. Power 
supply of 400V 3ph via a 20amp RIT fused 
isolator.

•  Suitable for lifting most passenger cars and car 
derived vans

• Automatic arm locking
•  5-year warranty on self-lubricating Nylatron 

operating and safety nuts
• Low minimum lifting pad height of just 90mm

• Foot/toe protection device
• Heavy duty base frame
• Includes motor cover

Tecalemit Tiro Tyre Bay Package
A simple and low cost solution to install a tyre  
changer and wheel balancer into your workshop.

•  Fast accurate wheel balancing 
•  Simple control panel for ease of use
•  Roller & assistant arm system 
•  Suitable for balancing most types of  

car and car-derived van wheels –  
10" - 23" rim diameter 

•  Pneumatic high pressure bead breaker
•  Ideal for working with run flats & low 

profile tyres 

•  2 direction turntable
•  Pneumatically controlled tilting column 

for improved accessibility 
•  Pneumatic locking system for operating 

arm
•  Extended clamping jaws for improved 

operation
•  Foot brake for ease of use

Life in the test lane
Tecalemit offers the most comprehensive range 
of testing equipment packages, including some 
of the most advanced products on the market 
today. These can be supplied individually or as 
part of a complete test lane package.

Importantly, it’s more than just equipment, 
when purchasing from Tecalemit you will 
benefit from the support of our specialist 
sales team who will work with you through 
the complete process. We can survey 
your workshop, prepare CAD drawings 
for presentation to DVSA, assist with the 
preparation of your VT01 application and liaise 

with your builders and electricians to ensure 
completion on-time and on-budget.

Tecalemit customers benefit from having their 
equipment installed by Tecalemit engineers 
who will also provide after sales support such 
as scheduled maintenance, servicing and 
periodical recalibration of the equipment in line 
with DVSA requirements.

All of Tecalemit’s major items of equipment 
are manufactured either in the UK or EU and 
prices quoted include delivery, offloading and 
installation at a prepared site.

Don’t turn valuable business away – ask your local branch  
how you could benefit from installing Tecalemit garage equipment!

Only 
£15.91pw

Only 
£17.44pw

Only 
£58.36pw

All prices quoted are lease prices calculated weekly over 5 years

TTC/TIRO/1 + TBM/TIRO/2500

GTR/8400  
3D Computerised 4 Camera Wheel Alignment System
The Tecalemit GTR/8400 is a powerful 3D computerised wheel alignment system 
for checking and adjustment of car and van wheel alignment.

•  4 HD digital video cameras enable 
rapid target capture at any ramp height 
eliminating the need for a movable 
boom

•  Utilising 4 cameras enables cameras to 
be positioned closer to the ramp than is 
possible with 2 camera systems

•  The 4 wide angle cameras provide up 
to twice the range of working heights 
compared with 2 camera systems

•  Unique “Machine Vision” software 
provides accurate measurements 

without the need to calibrate targets
•  Integrated database incorporates 

alignment specifications, adjustment 
diagrams and animated instruction 
videos

•  Self-centring wheel adapters 
accommodate wheel sizes 12" – 2"

•  Integrated storage for adapters and 
targets on the cabinet

•  Cabinet comes with high specification 
fast PC, extra wide 27" monitor, printer, 
and unique wireless remote control
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Our industry leading training 
is now available online. 

  

Gain the skills you need to improve service, increase sales and reduce warranty 
returns with GS Yuasa Academy - the �rst comprehensive online battery training 
platform available.

 Over 20 detailed training courses 

 Downloadable completion certi�cates 
 Dynamic video-based learning with support material

 Job role speci�c tailored learning paths

 Team functionality for organisations

Learn at your own pace. Wherever. Whenever.

Start learning online at
academy.gs-yuasa.eu

UPS

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

GS_Yuasa_Academy_Winter_2019_A4.pdf   1   14/05/2019   12:42:56
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Most people in the Automotive Aftermarket are familiar with the term Euro 
level, or as it is sometimes referred Euro norm, but some may not be aware 
of its significance and the implications of fitting the correct specification to a 
particular vehicle.

Emissions legislation in Europe demanding Vehicle manufacturers to meet 
specific emission targets was first introduced nearly 50 years ago but it wasn’t 
until 1992 that the first Euro level, known as  Euro 1 was introduced. This saw 
the introduction of Catalytic Converters being fitted to Petrol engine vehicles 
and was designed to reduce the emission of harmful gases which had been 
identified as a major impactors on health problems and climate change.

Following on from the introduction of Euro 1 the decision was made to 
review emission levels on a regular basis and find a way to compel vehicle 
manufacturers to achieve ever decreasing levels of the emission of  4 main 
substances – nitrogen oxide (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC) 
and particulate matter (PM).

Subsequently new legislation has been introduced regularly:-

Euro Level Start Date
Euro 1 Jul-92
Euro 2 Jan 96
Euro 3 Jan 00
Euro 4 Jan 05
Euro 5 Sep-09
Euro 6 Sep-14

With the introduction of each new Euro level the European Commission 
not only looked to reduce  emissions across both petrol and diesel engine 
vehicles, they also took advantage of developments in technology to focus on 
specific areas to reduce certain types of emissions.

n   Euro 3: Required the Vehicle Manufacturers to fit on board diagnostic 
technology and the lower emission targets saw a move towards closed 
coupled Catalytic Converters.

n   Euro 5: To achieve the lower Particulate Matter targets saw the 
introduction of DPF’s on Diesel engines.

n   Euro 6: The focus to further reduce the emission of Nitrogen Oxides  
saw the introduction of the introduction of SCR (Selection Catalyst 
Reduction) Technology.

As a result of the changes introduced since 1992, the SMMT has  
recently published figures showing the overall effects of introducing  
emission legislation:-

n   Carbon Monoxide (CO): Petrol emissions down 63%, Diesel emissions 
down 82% since 1993.

n   Hydrocarbons (HC): Petrol emissions down 50% since 2001.

n  Nitrogen Oxide (NOx): emissions down 84% since 2001.

n  Particulate Matter (PM): diesel emissions down 96% since 1993

How does this affect the aftermarket?
As well as the legal requirements for the Vehicle Manufacturers to design 
and build vehicles that meet the relevant standard, the introduction of Type 
Approval means that manufacturers of aftermarket products have a legal 
responsibility to supply parts that have been certified to perform to the same 
standards, and that Installers must only fit Catalytic Converters and DPF’s for 
the Euro rating of the vehicle. 

Not only is it illegal to supply and fit the incorrect specification product to a 
particular application there are also other factors to consider:-

n   Fitting an incorrect specification part to a vehicle will result in increased 
emissions and pollution levels.

n   The effectiveness and durability of the part will be seriously affected if an 
incorrect part is fitted. The vehicle OBD system will quickly recognise that 
the vehicle is emitting excess emissions and put the MIL light on.

It is therefore vital that garages and installers ensure the part supplied and 
fitted is the correct specification for the particular vehicle.

Identifying the correct part may appear difficult due to the way new Emission 
legislation is introduced, Vehicle Manufacturers will often launch vehicles that 
meet the new standards many months before the new legislation is introduced.  
Additionally VM’s have 12 months during which they can sell old stock.

So, for example; Euro 6 was introduced in September 2014 but Euro 6 vehicles 
were openly on sale in May 2014. At the same time it was possible to buy 
a Euro 5 specification vehicle into the summer of 2015 giving a potentially 
confusing ‘crossover’ period.

However by using a detailed and accurate cataloguing system, such as 
EuroFlo’s online catalogue (www.euroflo.co.uk) it makes identifying the correct 
part very much easier and will give you and your customer peace of mind.

Why fitting the correct Euro level 
Catalytic Converter and DPF is vital
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Keep On Moving

Stock up with 
Maypole’s Range of 
Towing Essentials 
and Roof Boxes

• A range of stylish roof boxes in 3 sizes, 320L, 400L  
 and 460L
• TUV / GS Safety Approved
• City Crash Test Approved
• Central locking system with multi-point latch 
• provides maximum security
• Twin dynamic spring struts stabilises the lid when  
 open
• U-bolts and lashing straps supplied

• A range of 13 & 7 Pin towing electrics from plugs,      
 sockets, conversion adaptors to extension leads
• Quality towing hardware such as EU approved  
   towballs and ball & pin hitches
• 24V plugs, sockets & connecting leads suitable for  
 commercial vehicles
• Towbar wiring and complete kits including relays
• Towsteps suitable for vans, pickups & 4x4 vehicles     
 fitted with a towbar

Venom Roof Boxes

Towing Essentials

For more information visit 
www.maypoleltd.com
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Remanufactured or new, it's what we do.

GET
SMART

Q:  WHAT DOES ‘VIRGINALISING’ A PART ACTUALLY MEAN?  
A:  Before you can successfully fit a replacement non VM specific 

aftermarket electric power steering (EPS) part, the original fault 
codes which rendered this part obsolete in the first place will have 
to be cleared from the vehicle’s memory. So, simply put, this means 
removing any codes stored in the component’s memory so it can be 
recoded to work within the vehicle it’s being fitted to.  

Q:  WHY DOES THIS NEED TO BE DONE AND WHAT HAPPENS IF IT’S 
NOT?   

A:  If this isn’t done, the car will automatically transfer the old fault code 
to the new unit. Nothing will be able to clear this except the fitment 
of a further brand new unit… back to square one.  Not clearing 
the faults can have other unpleasant knock-on effects: the steering 
electronic control units (ECUs) in some cases control other parts of the 
car… so this whole affair could in a worst case scenario – incredibly 
inconveniently – immobilise the vehicle.  

Q: SO HOW IS THIS DONE? 
A:  To do this you need the correct diagnostic equipment; which is 

expensive and thus requires substantial investment. OR, you source a 
remanufactured steering rack which has already been ‘virginalised’. 
And this means that the investment falls to the parts manufacturer. 
Enter Shaftec – where the memory on all remanufactured EPS racks 
and pumps is completely wiped. This means that the part can be 
plugged in and – in the vast majority of cases – will automatically learn 
all the relevant details from the car it is fitted to. 

Q: SO, HOW DOES SHAFTEC DO THIS? 
A:  We use the latest addition to the Shaftec equipment family – our 

mobile EPS diagnostic machine. 

This reads and clears fault codes on all electric steering components. 
This is done both at the start of the process to make sure the core unit is 
suitable for remanufacture and at the end of the remanufacturing process 
to confirm all is as it should be before the part is boxed and labeled. 

It plugs into the terminals of the steering unit, providing the electricity 
to power up the component and retrieve any fault codes logged in the 
memory before the mechanical elements are tested on the EPS testing  
rig. This original chassis code is then cleared and the unit ‘virginalised’. 
The benefits of this plug & play ethos include a bigger range of part 
numbers available, speedier diagnosis of faults and massively increased 
in-house control.

This state of the art diagnostic equipment tests assistance, speed & angle 
sensors during a ‘real world’ simulation with visual readouts on the 
screen. Each unit has a locating position on the rig: pumps on the left, 
racks on the front and column drives on the right. Here, they are securely 
located allowing the simulation to occur and test that the parts work as 
they should in a car being driven. Torque sensors and steering angles 
can be checked, fault codes stored in the ECU can be cleared and it can 
also assess the assistance the rack is giving at different speeds (as they 
are speed variable); providing a much clearer picture of the components 
ability to react to real life situations.

Q:  HOW CAN I TELL IF A PART I’M FITTING HAS BEEN VIRGINALISED?
A:  Well, all Shaftec branded EPS parts are virginalised as standard as part 

of the remanufacturing process. To prove this, we cover the electrical 
terminals with a security sticker to reassure the mechanic that the unit 
hasn’t been fitted to anything since it has been virginalised.

Smart Choice talks to leading transmissions supplier, 
Shaftec about ‘virginalising’. Admittedly, not words 
you hear every day, but if you fit electrically powered 
steering (EPS for short…) parts it's something you 
should be clued up about. So read on for the answers 
to questions you’ve always wanted to know…

Wiping the slate 
clean?

Find out more, call us in 
branch today!
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Repair shops need products in original 
equipment quality, not just matching quality.

The independent repair shop is exactly what its name 
suggests: independent—and wants to stay that way.

Our partners are supported with up-to-date technical 
information in multiple formats, which allows them to 
respond to the demands of the market.

Original equipment quality as per GVO 
461/2010 ensures that the manufacturer’s 
warranty stays valid and parts perform to 
the same standard as the original.

With three research and development centres 
in Asia, MAHLE is a true Asia specialist.

Repair shops need a supplier who 
covers the full range of Asian vehicles.

DRIVING PERFORMANCE FROM DISTRIBUTORS TO TECHNICIANS 

www.mahle-aftermarket.com
SMART PART(ner)
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FAI Automotive has supplied the aftermarket with Steering & Suspension 
components for almost 20 years now. The well-established exporter 
started with a focused range comprising just a few hundred numbers in 
the early 2000s; however, the pick-up from their existing customer base 
was so quick, the range soon increased to over 3,000 parts. 

Roll on to 2019 and the range has grown to over 6,000 references, 
encompassing the most popular applications both in the UK and across 
Europe. The latest range extension offers over 100 new part numbers – 
all now available in stock for purchase. These diverse additions to the 
range cover vehicles ranging from the Porsche Cayman to commercial 
workhorses Volkswagen Crafter (2016>) and Ford Transit Connect (2013>).

FAI specialise in all safety-critical components, with all ball joint 
and fixing designs undergoing stringent tensile testing to ensure a 
quality product. To guarantee high quality, safe Steering & Suspension 
components, FAI follows four key safety processes.

•   Salt Spray Testing – Tested for corrosion resistance of the surface 
coating, simulating accelerated conditions from the real-world 
operating environment.

•   Strength & Load – In such safety-critical load-bearing components, 
durability is crucial. FAI components are subjected to numerous 
testing methods including Hardness Control, Material Load, Ball Pin 
Strength, Rotational Torque Testing and Link Rod Pull & Vibration 
Testing.

•   Detailed Analysis – FAI undertake detailed analyses such as 
Metallographic Examination and Chemical Analysis of all rubber 
and metal components.

•   Lifetime & Fatigue – FAI wishbones are tested using a 3- axis 
endurance cycle to simulate wear on all types of road surfaces and  
in all driving conditions.

FAI’s 2019 Steering & 
Suspension drive

THE EXPERT VIEW:
The range is spearheaded by product managers Gary Hammond and Mayur Chauhan, who strive to meet the requirements of an ever-growing 
customer base going forward.

“We’ve worked closely with our factories to develop new part numbers which I’m happy to have included in our latest catalogue. The sharp rise 
in certain types of modern car and LCV sales have prompted us to produce a comprehensive offering that will aid our customers as the vehicles 
leave the hands of the dealers and on to FAI’s customer base. FAI has secured a distribution network throughout Europe, which has increased our 
sales and in turn our manufacturing power, this is the main reason we're able to stay competitive in the market and continue to offer excellent 
value. 2019 is going to be important for our Steering range as the latest extension is one of many to come throughout the rest of the year.”

Mayur Chauhan, FAI Product Manager – Steering & Suspension

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW TO RANGE OFFERS – CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Some of FAI’s recommended components include:

FAI PART NO. APPLICATION DESCRIPTION

SS9851/SS9852 Mercedes S-Class (2014>) Wishbone Upper  
Left & Right

SS9881 Volkswagen Golf (11/2012>) Control Arm Rear 
Forward Lower

SS9865/SS9866 Peugeot 3008 (2016>) Wishbone Left & Right

SS9828/SS9829 Ford Transit Connect (2013>) Wishbone Left & Right

SS9863/SS9864 Nissan X-Trail [32] (2013>) Wishbone Left & Right

SS9920 Mercedes C-Class [W204] (07-14) Control Arm Bush Rear 
Forward Lower

PRODUCT
FOCUS
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ZMB310
COUNTER READY POS BOX WITH 
12 LIGHTBOOSTER 130% TWIN 
UPGRADE BULB PACKS 

CONVERT SINGLE HEADLIGHT BULB 
REPLACEMENTS INTO PROFIT BOOSTING 

TWIN UPGRADE SALES!

BENEFITS FOR THE CUSTOMER
+ SEE FURTHER + REACT QUICKER + 

+ SAFER DRIVE + MODERN WHITER LOOK +

The clever Lucas ZMB310 is a counter ready 
transit box containing 12 LightBooster 130% 
twin upgrade packs. 

Placing H1, H4 and H7 upgrade bulbs 
exactly where you need them to up-sell 
customers the benefits of an upgrade over 
a standard bulb.

UPGRADE YOUR CUSTOMERS
AMAZING UP-SELL OPPORTUNITIES TO BOOST BUSINESS

TO FIND OUT MORE CONTACT YOUR 
LOCAL BRANCH TODAY!

LLX448XLTX2  130% Brighter H1 Twin Pack x2

LLX472XLTX2      130% Brighter H4 Twin Pack x2

LLX477XLTX2 130% Brighter H7 Twin Pack x8
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BRIGHT SPARKS
056992
POWERDUCTION 37LG Induction Heater

Safe alternative to heating with a naked flame
Compact and Portable

n 3700W Heat Induction Machine
n Heats M10 nut in 1 second
n Heats 2mm steel in 5 seconds
n Heats 10mm dia. bar in 15s

Only 
£14.33 p/w

033184
SMARTMIG 182 MIG 
Welding Machine
n Single Phase
n 180A max output
n 20L/4m³ gas bottle shelf
n  Full size wire reels (5kg 

to15kg)
n  3m euro torch + 3m earth 

clamp

Only 
£695.00

047846
GYSMATIC 5/13 AIR XXL 
Premium Air Fed Helmet

Super large XXL Screen 100mm x 83mm
TRUECOLOR Lens

n 3 speed motor up to 230 litres of air per minute
n 4 sensor lens for maximum reactivity
n  Comes with battery pack, charger, shoulder harness, and quality 

carry case
n Battery life up to 12 hours

Only 
£499.00

FOR NEW 

WELDING FUME 

REGULATIONS

n Single Phase
n Power output of 40A
n  Ultra-compact and 

lightweight (8 kg)
n  Perfect for cutting all 

types of metal up to 
20mm thick

Only 
£689.00

029743
EASYCUT 40 Plasma Cutter

Great portability and cutting performance

Only 
£473.00

034297
SMARTMIG 162 MIG Welding Machine 
n Single Phase
n 160A max output
n 5L/1m³ gas bottle shelf
n Small wire reels only (1kg to 5kg)
n 2.2m euro torch + 1.7m earth clamp

The BRIGHT SPARKS in welding

061552
EVO 2.1 RE Portable Extraction Unit
n High Quality Single Phase machine
n 1100W motor
n Platform to hold welding machine
n Long 6M power lead
n 360 degree adjustable arm

Only 
£10.61 p/w

FOR NEW 

WELDING FUME 

REGULATIONS

Special 

Offer 

Price
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Technical support and training.
Welcome to ZF [pro]Tech – the technical support and training service for the 
independent garage network. Through specialised training, unparalleled access to 
information and constant support, ZF [pro]Tech gives you access to our specialists – 
enabling you to benefit from our know-how and expertise and equip your business 
with the skills and knowledge required for the vehicles of today and tomorrow.

Become a partner now: protech.zf.com

ZFA_proTech_UK_9886-431_Press_Ad_A4_CMYK_201812_EN.indd   4 07/01/2019   17:59
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DENSO A/C Compressors – Original quality for the Aftermarket

The compressor is one of the most important components within the air 
conditioning system, as it basically drives the refrigeration cycle. In simplified 
terms, it draws the low-temperature, low-pressure gas refrigerant, which has 
been vaporised in the evaporator through the extraction of heat from the vehicle’s 
interior, compresses and sends the then high-pressure, high-temperature 
refrigerant into the condenser, where it changes from vapour to liquid.

Although they all fulfil the same function, there are several types – reciprocating 
(piston) and rotary – of compressors and which is fitted is broadly dependent on 
the age and therefore, development of the air conditioning system in the vehicle.

The fixed displacement compressor, the oldest design, features a set swash 
plate that operates the pistons necessary to generate the throughput of gas, 
at a constant volume per rotation, so has to use a clutch pulley to allow it to, in 
effect, be switched on or off when the air conditioning is or isn’t required. Of a 
similar era is the through-vane compressor that also operates on a fixed output 
per rotation basis and therefore, likewise, employs a clutch pulley.

More modern vehicles are quite likely to feature a variable displacement 
compressor. Fitted with a swash plate that can change its angle to increase 
or decrease the movement of the pistons and hence the flow rate, they don’t 
need a clutch pulley, but instead use a fixed, damper limiter pulley, with a built-in 
safety mechanism. This allows its internal parts to break, thus preventing the 

pulley from rotating the input shaft should the compressor seize due to use of 
the incorrect specification of oil, for example.

Although less common, another rotary example is the scroll compressor, which 
features both a fixed and rotating scroll that produces a constant flow of gas and 
therefore does not incorporate suction or discharge valves, but does again, rely 
upon a clutch pulley. And finally, for electric vehicles, there is the e-compressor, 
which also utilises scroll technology, but rather than being driven by an auxiliary 
belt, it incorporates an electric motor that can be modulated on demand.

For all these compressor types, the specification of the oil is absolutely critical 
and its formulation depends on the mechanism the compressor employs and 
the refrigerant it compresses. PAG 46 oil is the correct specification lubricant 
for both reciprocating and rotary compressors, although the formulation will 
vary slightly depending on whether the system uses R134a or the newer, more 
environmentally friendly, R1234yf refrigerant, whereas PAG 100 is exclusively for 
through-vane compressors. POE oil is for e-compressors because their electric 
motors are cooled by both the refrigerant and the oil, so the lubricant must be 
non-electrically conductive.

As would be expected from the global leader in thermal management, 
every DENSO compressor not only encompasses a notification to define its 
mechanism, but also states the lubricant required, which in some cases, such as 
its unique ND-Oil 8 formula, has been specially developed to meet the specific 
requirements of DENSO reciprocating and scroll compressors, which ordinary 
PAG 46 oil simply cannot attain.

However, as well as offering ND-Oil 8 and several other specific formulations, 
as a separate aftermarket part, every DENSO compressor is supplied with the 
correct specification oil, ensuring they can be fitted with complete confidence.

Smooth 
operators

Compressor Type Refrigerant Type Oil Type
Type ranges
(#PA, #S, #SB, #SE, 
SC, 6CA)

HFC134a (R-134a) DENSO Oil 8

HFO 1234yf (R1234yf) DENSO Oil 12 or equivalent

Vane-type blower (TV) HFC134a (R-134a) DENSO Oil 9

Electrical Type (ES)
HFC134a (R-134a) DENSO Oil 11 or equivalent
HFO 1234yf (R1234yf) DENSO Oil 11 or equivalent

DENSO recommends the following compressor oils:

Variable capacity type compressor

PRODUCT
FOCUS

DL Pulley
Includes Damper,
Limiter, Bearing
and Pulley

Shaft

Oil Separator

Control Valve
Discharge Valve

Shoe
Crank Chamber

Shaft Seal

Damper

Bearing

Pulley

Piston

Lug Plate
Swash Plate Suction Valve

Valve Plate
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SGS
GASES

www.SGSgases.co.uk

5% CO2/ ARGON MIX
Used for MIG welding mild steel up to around 6mm thicknesses, our best 
selling product and one of the most widely used welding gases in the 
industry. Is sold in 10L, 20L or 30L cylinders and provides a far superior weld 
than its cheaper counterpart CO2. A 15% blend is also available for heavy 
duty welding ranging from 6mm upwards!

PURE ARGON
A TIG welding shielding gas used while welding Stainless, Mild Steel and 
Aluminium with a TIG machine, ideal for the fine, accurate work made 
possible by the skilled welder!

NITROGEN (OXYGEN FREE NITROGEN)
Used primarily for air con testing, a legal requirement before filling a system 
with the high GWP refrigerants such as R134a, our nitrogen is both dry and 
oxygen-free to meet all safety requirements. Also used for tyre inflation 
and is the gas of choice for many weird and wonderful pressure applications 
such as gearbox actuators in Top Fuel drag bikes, certain brands of motor 
sport air-jacks and even the mighty Nitrogen cannons! 

OXYGEN AND PRO FUEL
Our Oxygen and Pro Fuel set up replaces the old and often dangerous 
Oxy-Acetylene burning equipment. With our specialist nozzles designs 
specifically for Pro Fuel our kits can not only achieve similar peak 
temperatures but have a significantly decreased risk of flashback. Pro Fuel 
is an LPG, similar to Propane or Butane however burns a lot hotter, is safer 
to transport, can be stored either horizontally or vertically and does not 
require a “rest” period after transportation, just stand the cylinder up and 
it's ready to go!

Argon Mix – Pure Argon – Oxygen – Pro Fuel – Nitrogen
SGS GASES RENT FREE WELDING GAS is ideal for the lower volume users, from 
hobby welders to the high street garage we can provide savings upwards of £200 
per year against the established and expensive rental cylinders!

With a range to suite most garage applications from Air Con testing to MIG and TIG 
welding our cylinders come in a selection of sizes, speak to your local branch today!

Our complete Pro Fuel kits and individual items such as nozzles are all available at your local branch!

WELDINGGAS
RENT FREE

SGS Gases
Flaming brilliant!
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Heavyweight Absorbent Pads Hose Clip Dispenser Rack with Pipe Clips

PVC Insulation 
Tape
High Quality

No. Plate Fixings

Foam Tape 
25mm x 10m

Foam Tape 
50mm x 10m

Flip Top' Screws

Plastic Headed Screws

Double Sided Adhesive Double Sided Adhesive

'1 Minute'

'3 Minute'• Qty: 2
•  A toughened 1:1 ratio structural 

adhesive, very fast setting, room 
temperature cure polyurethane 
adhesive system.

•  This sandable adhesive system has 
an excellent adhesion to a wide 
variety of surfaces. For bonding 
aluminium, stainless steel, ABS, 
PVC, polyurethane, composites, 
thermoplastics, thermosetting 
plastics, wood, glass, and concrete.

• Qty: 100 sets
• PZD self tapping screws
• Zinc plated

• Qty: 10
• Flame retardant
• 19 mm x 20 m Rolls

• Qty: 2 • Qty: 1

500 x 400 mm Zinc plated mild steel 
(W1). 12 mm band 
(*9 mm). DIN3017

Hose Clips:  
Contains 10 of each size: 
12*, 16*, 22*, 27, 32, 
35, 40, 45, 50, 60

Pipe Clips:  
Contains 20 of each size: 
7 - 11 mm, 11 - 19 mm

• Qty: 100
• Universal industrial grade absorbent pads
• Absorption Capacity: 1.0 ltr

Polyurethane Adhesive 50ml895098 895102

865802

865803

25mm

19mm

225279

865173 110188

CALL FOR OUR BEST PRICES!

BRINGING YOU GREAT DEALS...

PART NO. DESCRIPTION
975309 FLIP TOP SCRW ZP (WHT) 8X3/4"      
975310 FLIP TOP SCRW ZP (YLW) 8X3/4"      
975311 FLIP TOP SCRW ZP (BLA) 8X3/4"      
975320 PLASTIC HEADED SCRW ZP (WHT) 3/4"  
975321 PLASTIC HEADED SCRW ZP (YLW) 3/4"  
975322 PLASTIC HEADED SCRW ZP (BLA) 3/4"  
975323 PLASTIC HEADED SCRW ZP (BLU) 3/4"  
975325 PLASTIC HEADED SCRW ZP (WHT) 1"    
975326 PLASTIC HEADED SCRW ZP (YLW) 1"    
975327 PLASTIC HEADED SCRW ZP (BLA) 1"    
975328 PLASTIC HEADED SCRW ZP (BLU) 1"   
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W W W .V A L E O S E R V I C E . C O M / S P E C I A L I S T C L U B

Easy to join,
Easy to win,  
100% ONLINE

GET 
REWARDED 
for your Valeo parts  
daily purchases 

Discover your Specialist Club now. 
Sign up for free and start winning! 

valeoservice.co.uk/specialistclub

+5
+500

+75
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Cylinder head gaskets (CHG) have a 
crucial role to play in the advancement 
of engine technology, particularly 
with respect to high-performance 
diesel engines and petrol engines with 
direct injection. Development work at 
ElringKlinger always focuses on the 
entire engine system. 

Around 30,000,000 cylinder head 
gaskets are produced each year. 
Whatever the engine concept, we 
can provide the right sealing system 
accompanied by an engineering service 
to speed up the development process 
from the original idea to production 
standard. 

Metaloflex™ from ElringKlinger is 
the internationally acknowledged 
brand name for innovative metal layer 
cylinder-head gaskets made of beaded, 
elastomer-coated spring steel layers. 
Metaloflex™ gaskets may be of single 
or multi-layer design depending on 
the application. Thanks to the modular 
design elements, this sealing system 
can be individually adapted to suit the 
requirements of the specific engine.

Due to the partial elastomer coating, 
adapted to the required function, only 
those surface areas of the cylinder head 
gasket that are relevant for sealing 
are coated. As a result, the sealing 
surfaces standing free in coolant or oil 
can remain uncoated, so that coatings 
no longer peel under critical boundary 
conditions. 

ElringKlinger was the first European 
manufacturer to introduce partial 
coating in series production. The special 
coating application process can be used 
to select both the coating thickness and 
the coating medium in an application-
oriented fashion. The somewhat 
differing coating requirements in the 
combustion chamber and in the fluid 
area can then be fulfilled selectively.

Thus, for example, greater coating 
thickness and a softer elastomer are 
advantageous for significant component 
roughness or pores in coolant sealing 
and oil sealing. At the same time, lower 
coating thicknesses are required for 
sealing the ignition pressure in the 
combustion chamber area. 

These conflicts of objectives are 
resolved with the use of selective 
coating. Newly developed coatings 
with optimized frictional behaviour 
prevent wear on the components during 
engine operation. The outstanding 
adaptability, which already exists at 
room temperature, provides the basis 
for mastering the requirements in 
the cold leak test immediately 
following installation. Different 
variants of partial coating 
are used depending on the 
application. 

ElringKlinger has 
developed a new 
coating material, which 
is optimally adapted to 
the extreme requirements 
of modern, high-performance 
engines, especially with regard 
to stability.

The technical superiority 
of the metal layer 
cylinder-head gasket 
comes to the fore 
particularly with high-
performance spark ignition 
engines and diesel engines 
with direct injection. Nowadays, 
this sealing system is indisputably 
the best alternative for passenger 
cars throughout the world. Thanks to 
Metaloflex™ technology, ElringKlinger 
is the world's leading manufacturer of 
metal layer cylinder-head gaskets.

METALOFLEX™ METAL LAYER CYLINDER HEAD GASKET

Elring can supply gaskets of all types – metal layer, metal-elastomer and metal-soft 
material – individually matched to the requirements of each particular engine. 

Requirements for cylinder-head gaskets

• Gas-tight, coolant-tight and oil-tight.

• Ductile, no re-torque and low distortion.

•  Resistant to chemical influences (combustion gas, 
lubricant/coolant). 

•  Engine designs with optimized weight help to 
cut fuel consumption and emissions, resulting in 
higher diesel engine ignition pressures.

•  Reduction in component stiffness through the use 
of light metals and thinner casting walls.

PERFORMING 
UNDER PRESSURE

PRODUCT
FOCUS

Cylinder head gaskets are crucial to the 
advancement of high-performance diesel 
engine technology
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Quality Products, Excellent Service

Established in 1763 Fourstones Paper Mill Co Ltd has a tradition of manufacturing 
specialist paper at our South Tyne Mill and warehouse both in Northumberland 
and our Sapphire Mill in Fife, providing a service across the UK, Northern Ireland 
and the Republic of Ireland.

Fourstones innovative approach to papermaking allows us to manufacture and 
convert the highest quality paper into the highest quality products. Continuous 
investment in state of the art paper industry technology ensures our products are 
always one step ahead.

We have knowledge and experience that cannot be found elsewhere and our 
wide range of paper disposables and parent reels demonstrate our professional 
approach to papermaking assuring that our quality disposable paper products are 
manufactured and distributed to suit our customer’s needs at competitive prices.

As a member of the C.H.S.A. Accreditation Scheme we adhere to their code  
of practice as well as having the quality management system in compliance with 
ISO: 9001 2015.

Contact your local branch today to learn about the products we can offer in our 
impressive paper disposable range, including Centre Feed Rolls, Medical/Couch 
Rolls, Industrial Wiper Rolls, Toilet Rolls, Hand Towels and more!
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REMAN’ VERSUS RECON’: 

UNDERSTANDING
THE DIFFERENCES GET

SMART

Although remanufacturing is more economical and better for the environment, 
maintaining high quality – and industry standards – is vital to differentiate the 
process from inferior reconditioning. Remanufacturing specialist Ivor Searle explains.

Cost is undoubtedly the main advantage when it comes to purchasing 
remanufactured automotive products. For example, Ivor Searle‘s 
remanufactured engines, cylinder heads, gearboxes and turbochargers 
cost up to 40% less than OE. This is an attractive proposition to 
independent workshops operating in today’s highly price-sensitive 
marketplace where repair work can be won or lost for the sake of a  
few pounds.

However, although it’s more economical to source a remanufactured 
product, quality and adherence to industry standards are key factors 
that Ivor Searle believe we, as an industry, need to keep promoting 
to distinguish ourselves from inferior reconditioned or refurbished 
products. After all, the complex process of remanufacturing an engine 
or component back to OEM standard requires significant investment in 
skills and capital equipment, let alone technical expertise and rigorous 
inspection procedures.

With this in mind, all 
remanufactured Ivor Searle 
engines are built to exceed 
the BS AU257:2002 Code 
of Practice. This crucial 
standard sets out the 

difference between a high 
quality remanufactured 
engine to an inferior 

reconditioned unit. A 
remanufactured engine 
is exactly that – an engine 
which has been returned 

to the manufacturer’s 
specification to provide 
levels of performance and 
reliability equivalent to 
the original engine.

The standard fully 
details how petrol and 
diesel engines and 
components should be 

inspected and checked 
against OEM tolerances. 

BS AU257:2002 also dictates 
that key components, including 
piston assemblies, big and small 
end bearings, as well as bushes, 
gaskets, seals, timing chains 
and drive belts are completely 
renewed.

Important additional operations, such as crack testing and machining 
components, are undertaken to ensure original performance is achieved 
with reliability. In addition to having all key clearances and tolerances 
inspected during assembly. Ivor Searle also fully tests and inspects all 
engines as the final stage of the remanufacturing process.

ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE
Thanks to this 
rigorous approach, 
customers purchasing a 
remanufactured engine 
can be confident that they 
are investing in a unit 
that is built to a specific 
standard. In contrast, a 
reconditioned engine 
is a unit that has been 
stripped or disassembled 
and cleaned – and may 
have had some damaged 
components replaced. Put simply, reconditioning is an entirely subjective 
process that offers little or no reassurance to the customer in terms of 
longevity, warranty protection or performance to OEM standards.

Compare this to the remanufacturing process, which aims to return 
a product to at least its original specification and performance with 
a warranty that is equivalent or better than that of its brand-new 
equivalent. At Ivor Searle, all engines have a 12-month, unlimited 
mileage guarantee and each has a unique serial number. Once shipped, 
it is rare for one to be returned, which is testament to over 70 years of 
experience and superior technical expertise.

QUALITY-FOCUSED
In terms of other products, Ivor Searle also applies the same quality-
focused ethos from engine remanufacturing when it comes to cylinder 
heads, gearboxes and turbochargers, all of which are remanufactured 
under a quality management system certified to ISO 9001:2015. Again, 
this approach enables us to ensure customers are provided with quality 
products remanufactured to a consistent standard at an attractive price.

Finally, it’s also important to remember the ‘green’ aspect of 
remanufacturing and the contribution our industry makes to protecting 
the environment. Typically, a remanufactured engine from Ivor 
Searle will save 55kg in core metal, with 85% of an engine’s original 
components returned to OEM specification. Remanufacturing also uses 
around 85% less energy than manufacturing at the other end of the 
cycle and ultimately reduces the quantity of landfill and the associated 
energy needed for disposal. In many respects, it would be fair to say that 
automotive remanufacturers are the unsung heroes of recycling.

Ivor Searle assembly facility

All remanufactured engines and components 
are checked against OEM tolerances and 
meet BS AU257:2002 standard.
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ONLY

2 Years 

of Software 

Updates

PLUS: 2 years 

warranty!

Compatible  

with desktop  

WIFI printers

2 Years of Software UpdatesPLUS: 2 years warranty!

£2995

Larger 
4" Screen.
Battery 

matching function

NEW

5 Year Lease £15.90pw

ONLY

£1295
5 Year Lease £6.87pw

ONLY

£2495
5 Year Lease £13.24pw

•  Full OBDII functionality on all vehicle systems
•  Supports American, European & Asian vehicles
•  Additional upgrades; oscilloscope, multi-meter, 

sensor simulator, video borescope
•  Supports pass through programming  

for ECU updates
•  Battery charging docking  

station
•  Wifi & Bluetooth enabled
•  15,000mah battery  

10 hours runtime

•  Works with all 12v OBDII vehicles petrol 2001> and 
diesel 2004>

•  View & graph live data, read & clear fault codes on 
Engine, Automatic Transmission, ABS & SRS

•  Includes 4 Special functions
 -  Electronic parking brake rewind
 -  Service light reset
 -  Steering Angle Reset
 -  Replacement battery reset

ONLY

£295
Professional, quick & efficient!

Ideal for MOT Testing!

-431 PRO 4 -431 PRO S

-431 Euro TabCRP 129 Premium

ECOS 150
Fully Automatic service station for R134A A/C
Featured:
•  3 metre hoses
•  On-board Printer
•  Built-in Tank Heater
•  UV dye bottle built in
•  Large icon graphic display
•  Automatic or assisted oil & dye injection
•  Advanced features & user-friendly control board
•  Access to online vehicle database for: 

Fittings, Connector Locations & Video Tutorials
(Please note: 
ECOS 150YF 
shown)

ONLY

£1995
5 Year Lease £10.59 pw

•  Full OBDII functionality on all vehicle systems
•  Supports American, European & Asian vehicles
•  Supports 24v HGV truck module upgrade
•  10” touch screen android tablet 
•  Wifi & Bluetooth enabled
•  7000mah battery 8 hours runtime

To find out more, please visit www.launchtech.co.uk or ask your local branch.

Automatic Transmission
Cleaner & Fluid Exchanger
•  Detergent based cleaning cycle
•  Standard adapter set PLUS optional set cover  

most vehicles
•  Connects to most transmission units, including  

double clutch & CVT types
•  One year FREE access to Launch UK database:
 - transmission type
 - oil quantity
 - correct adapters

- fitting location photographs
- oil level check points
- correct procedures

‘Sealed for life’ 
transmissions are 
a thing of the past

A lucrative opportunity for new work!
Automatic transmissions are no longer ‘sealed for life’. Vehicle manufacturers have 
started to add a complete fluid exchange in the service schedule at around 75,000km 
(46,000 miles).

Just draining removes only 45%- 60% of the transmission fluid,as the fluid does  
not drain out of the torque converter,cooler lines, valve body,etc. The CAT501S 
consistently and reliably provides a 99.9% fluid exchange thanks to the load cell 
weighing technology and advanced software.

Smoother gearshifts
New synthetic fluid restores lubricating & 

friction coefficients to original specifications

The Launch UK SMOKE 1 & 2 leak detectors have been specifically engineered for 
vehicles sold in the EU.

Operating at higher pressure than EVAP models the SMOKE2 is perfect for 
quickly finding leaks in petrol and diesel turbo systems. The smoke 
vapour will find leaks in many closed systems such as intercoolers, 
exhaust systems, intake manifolds, wind and water leaks etc, etc.

SMOKE 1 & 2
AUTOMOTIVE DIAGNOSTIC LEAK DETECTORS

SMOKE 2 ONLY

£595
1 Year Lease £13.59 pw

SMOKE 1 ONLY

£395
1 Year Lease £9.02 pw

ECK Twin Gas
R134a & R1234yf Refrigerants
•  Quick change between gases
•  Two separate circuits ensure no cross 

contamination risk
•  Economical & compact 2-in-1 

machine design for two refrigerants

ONLY

£3995
5 Year Lease £21.20 pw

•  Full OBDII functionality on all vehicle systems
•  Supports American, European & Asian vehicles
•  8” touch screen android tablet
•  2Gb ram & 16Gb memory 
•  Wifi & Bluetooth enabled
•  4850mah battery 6 hours runtime

ONLY

£1795
5 Year Lease £9.53pw

NOW 
INCLUDES

FREE
Printer

WORTH
£150!

2 Years 
of Software 

Updates
PLUS: 2 years 

warranty!
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AUTOAIR GLOUCESTER OFFER A FULL 
2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PARTS

We are an approved UK distributor for 
Sanden compressors allowing us priority to 

readily supply the latest OEM units 

Our compressor range is extensive covering
in excess of 32,500 applications both OEM 

and Aftermarket all supplied with a 
2 YEAR WARRANTY

All our Coolzone condensers are zinc 
coated for durability and supplied with a 

2 YEAR WARRANTY

Our Coolzone condenser range is extensive 
covering in excess of 25,500 applications

Always Ask for CoolZone, this way you know you’re getting 
quality with every purchase.

In Europe, the Euro 6c and Euro 6d TEMP specifications came into force in  
September 2017. And as with every change, the rules have become increasingly  
stringent. Whilst the limits are exactly the same, under the updated standards  
new vehicles must demonstrate that they can meet original targets on NOx and  
particulate matter under even harsher test conditions. That means on the road as  
well as in the lab i.e., via a world-harmonized testing procedure called WLTP under  
Euro 6c, and including Real Driving Emissions (RDE) testing under Euro 6D TEMP. 

These tests have meant that NOx reducing technologies are becoming increasingly  
important – one of these being the EGR valve. Integral to the vehicle’s engine management  
system, the aptly named exhaust gas recirculation valve, or EGR valve for short, allows a  
precise quantity of exhaust gas to re-enter the intake system, effectively changing the chemical  
make-up of the air entering the engine. With less oxygen, the now diluted mixture burns slower, 
lowering temperatures in the combustion chamber by almost 150°C, and reducing NOx production  
for a cleaner, more efficient exhaust.

With over 20 years EGR expertise, Delphi Technologies’ EGR valves are fitted as OE to millions of vehicles 
worldwide. However, to meet the growing demand for replacement parts in the aftermarket the 
company has recently extended its EGR range with nearly 60 new parts. Fitted to popular applications 
such as Vauxhall, Ford, PSA, Fiat and BMW, the latest additions cover the top failing parts in Europe. 

Based on its proven electronically actuated EGR valve technology, Delphi Technologies’ EGR valves 
feature fast opening and closing response times for enhanced engine control and lower emissions from 
reduced exhaust gas lag. High quality materials such as robust stainless steel valves, high temperature 
internal windings and RTV silicon seals, ensure a quality EGR valve that’s highly resistant to extreme heat, 
contamination, corrosion and wear.

EMISSION 
POSSIBLE!
Delphi Technologies explains how their latest EGR Valves 
help enable vehicle manufacturers meet the strict new  
Euro 6c and Euro 6d TEMP emissions standards.
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www.sip-group.com  |

machinery specialists since 1968

• 230v (13amp) input supply
• Heavy-duty 2400w induction motor
• 1885psi (130 bar) max. output pressure
• 3345psi (230 bar) turbo nozzle pressure
• 480 litres/hour maximum water fl ow rate
• 10 metre rubber hose and durable lance
• Total Stop - stops power when not in use
• Foam bottle accessory is included

• 230v (13amp) input supply • 3000w (4hp) 1400rpm 4-pole motor
• 1450psi (100 bar) maximum pressure • 720 ltr/hr max. water fl ow rate
• Ultra heavy-duty brass-headed Triplex crankshaft pump
• Built-in water softener and descaling tank
• 110°C boiler-fi red hot water temperature
• 18L diesel boiler capacity / 3.5L detergent
• 10 metre hose w/ rugged bent pistol lance
• Durable integral ceramic pistons
• Total Stop • 2 castors and 2 wheels

SIP ITEM NO: 08958IFA19

SIP PH720/100 Hot Water 
Electric Pressure Washer
with FREE Washer Detergent

SIP ITEM NO: 08932

SIP T480/130-S Professional
Electric Pressure Washer

ONLY

£329.99

SQUEEGEES
INCLUDED

EXTRA-LARGE
RUBBER

COVERED WHEELS

SUPERIOR 
QUALITY 
2-STAGE
MOTOR 

FOR
HIGHER
SUCTION

MADE IN
ITALY

MADE IN
ITALY

MADE IN
ITALY

IDEAL FOR
COMMERCIAL 

USE

Ideal for small offi ces, workshops, home,
garages, stores, and warehouses
• 230v (13A) input supply
• Powerful 1200w motor
 (2-stage with bypass cooling)
• 2200mm water lift height
• 198m3/hr air fl ow
• 30 litre tank capacity
• Shockproof high-density
 polyethylene tank

Ideal for industrial carpet and upholstery
cleaning
• 230v (13A) input supply
• Powerful 1200w motor
 (2-stage with bypass cooling)
• 65w pump
• 2200mm water liftheight
• 198m3/hr air fl ow
• 40 litre tank capacity
• 3 litre clean
 water tank
• Stainless steel tank

• 230v (13amp) input supply
• 2.2kW (3hp) 2800rpm 2-pole motor
• 2030psi (140 bar) maximum pressure
• 600 ltr/hr max. water fl ow rate
• All-metal brass-headed Axial plunger pump
• 110°C boiler-fi red hot water temperature
• 15 litre diesel fuel tank capacity for heater
• 10 metre heavy-duty hose
 w/rugged lance
• Low pressure detergent suction
• One-piece body cover and
 folding handles
• Mounted on rear wheels
 and front castor

SIP ITEM NO: 07937

SIP 1230 Wet & Dry
Vacuum Cleaner

SIP ITEM NO: 07928

SIP 1230/40
Valeting Machine

SIP ITEM NO: 08941IFA19

SIP PH600/140 A2 Hot Water
Pressure Washer
with FREE Washer Detergent

• 230v (13amp) input supply
• 1260m2/h maximum working capacity
• 370w brush and 400w vacuum motors
• 360mm scrubber / 440mm squeegee width
• 11 litre solution tank and
 13 litre recovery tank
• Brush has 130rpm speed and
 18kg pressure
• Reliable and heavy-duty mechanical traction

• 12v DC (1x 55Ah) battery power
• 1260m2/h maximum working capacity
• 250w brush and 180w vacuum motors
• 360mm scrubber / 440mm squeegee width
• 11 litre solution tank and 13 litre recovery tank
• Brush has 130rpm speed and 18kg pressure
• Reliable and heavy-duty mechanical traction

SIP ITEM NO: 07980

SIP SD1260AC Mains-Powered
Walk-Behind Floor Scrubber / Dryer

SIP ITEM NO: 07982

SIP SD1260BAT
Rechargeable
Walk-Behind Floor
Scrubber / Dryer

(Mains 07980) ONLY

£1,299.99
(07982) ONLY

£1,839.99

ONLY

£159.99
ONLY

£349.99

ONLY

£1,529.99

ONLY

£2,299.99

• 10 metre heavy-duty hose
 w/rugged lance

NEW
PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT

MADE IN
ITALY

MADE IN
ITALY

FRONT 
& REAR 

BUMPERS

FRONT 
BUMPER

FREE
DETERGENT

FREE
DETERGENT

SUPERIOR 
QUALITY 
2-STAGE
MOTOR 

FOR
HIGHER
SUCTION

NEW
PRODUCT

MADE IN
ITALY

IDEAL FOR
COMMERCIAL 

USE

SIP-IFA-ADVERT-318x224mm-V3.indd   1 21/05/2019   10:39

£8.12 per week / 5year lease

£6.90 per week / 5yr lease £9.77 per week / 5year lease

£12.21 per week / 5year lease
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TECHNICAL HOTLINES
SMART
TALK

GYS

T 01926 338 609 (Main number)

w

Tech guide to working safely 
with batteries: www.gys-
welding.com/ukpromotions/
chargers

HELLA

T 01295 662 400
w www.hella.com/techworld/uk/

HOFMANN

T 01553 697 233
e ukequipment@snapon.com
w www.uk.hofmann-equipment.com

IVOR SEARLE

T 01353 727 658
e warranty@ivorsearle.co.uk
w www.ivorsearle.co.uk

KÄRCHER

T 01295 752806
e technical@karcher.co.uk
w www.karcher.com/uk

KLARIUS

T 01538 752561
w www.klarius.eu/techtalk/

KYB

app Suspension solutions app

w http://kyb-europe.com/
support-zone/

LASER TOOLS

T 01926 818 181

e technical@toolconnection.
co.uk

w www.toolconnection.co.uk

LAUNCH UK

T 01752 344 989
e enquiries@launchtech.co.uk
w www.launchtech.co.uk

LIFTMASTER

T 01420 549 037
e service@liftmasterltd.com

LUCAS

T 01675 437 429
e techassist@elta.co.uk

w www.lucaselectrical.co.uk/
engine-management.html

MAHLE

T 0845 688 5007

w
http://www.mahle-
aftermarket.com/eu/en/
services/technical-messenger/

w
MPulse (Online Mag for 
Garages) http://www.mpulse.
mahle.com/en/ 

APEC

T Techmate: 01174 288090
e techmate@apecbraking.co.uk

w
www.apecbraking.co.uk/
Services/Technical-Support.
aspx

AST TOOLS

T 01527 522 550

AUTEL

T 03330 129959
e hello@autel.uk
w www.autel.uk

AUTODATA

T 01628 688111

AUTOMOTIVE  
BRANDS

T 01789 330 668 (Option 1)
e info@automotivebrands.co.uk
w www.powermaxed.com
w www.steelseal.co.uk

BANNER 
CHEMICALS

T 01622 833004
e info@cleanairblue.com

BESTPLATE

T 01253 475217
e technical@bestplate.com
w www.bestplate.com

BGA

T 01793 491 777 (option 6)
e sales@bgautomotive.co.uk
w www.bgautomotive.co.uk

BLUE PRINT

T 01622 833004
e product.enquiry@bilsteingroup.com
w www.partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

BM CATALYSTS

T 01623 663802

w www.bmcatalysts.co.uk/
technical-information/

BRAKE  
ENGINEERING

T 01978 667 811
e technical@brake-eng.com
app ZF Part Finder

w www.brake-eng.com

w

www.zf.com/unitedkingdom/
en_gb/corporate/aftermarket/
protech_folder_uk/protech_
main_page.html

BTN
TURBO

T 01895 466 663
e technical@btnturbo.com
w www.btnturbo.com/turbotech/

CARWOOD

T 01215 529 524

T
Ollerton Turbocharger Facility
01623 867 999

w www.carwood.co.uk

CDTI

T 01883 621 048
e info@cdti.com

COMMA

T 01474 546 318
app Comma Oil Finder
w www.uk.commaoil.com

COOLZONE 
AUTOMOTIVE

T 0843 3304097

DELPHI

T 02038 161 400
e support.uk@delphi.com
w www.delphiautoparts.com

DENSO

T 02476 843 410
w www.denso-am.co.uk

DRAPER TOOLS

T 02380494344
e sales@drapertools.com.com
w www.drapertools.com

ELRING

T 0191 491 5678
app MS Motorservice
w www.elringparts.co.uk

EUROFLO

w www.euroflo.co.uk

FEBI

T 01977 691105
e sales-fgb@bilsteingroup.com
w www.partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

FERODO

T 00800 3333 7256
app FM Ferodo
w www.ferodo.com/support.html

FIRST LINE

T 01869 329 709
e tech@firstline.co.uk
w www.firstlineltd.com

GATES

T 0844 980 0062
e info@gatestechnical.com
w www.GatesTechZone.com

METELLI

w www.metelli.com/en/ 
Support/Handbooks

MISWA

T 01604 701111
e joanne.lane@miswa.com
w www.miswa.com

MOOG

T FREE 00800 3333 7256

w
www.moogparts.co.uk/
support/light-vehicles/
technical-tips.html

NGK

T 01442 281 000
w www.ngkntk.co.uk

NISSENS

T 02476 470 340

e
Engine cooling:  
dr@nissens.com

e
AC products:  
data@nissens.com

w www.nissens.com

PICO

T 01480 396 395
e support@picotech.com
w www.picotech.com

w
www.youtube.com/channel/
UC0j4RPLcdNCVJPdEL-Q7m9A

POLYCO  
HEALTHLINE

W www.polycohealthline.com

REMY

T 0121 313 5200

RING

T 01132 137 329
w www.ringautomotive.com

SACHS

T 0333 240 1123
e info.zf-services-uk@zf.com
w www.zf.com/uk

SCHAEFFLER 

T 01432 264 264
e aftermarket.uk@schaeffler.com
w www.repxpert.co.uk

SEALEY

T 01284 757 505
w www.sealey.co.uk

SERENCO

T Michael Darling 07720 826350
e md@serenco.co.uk

SHAFTEC

T 0121 333 3555 (Option 2)
e surchargeadvice@shaftec.co.uk
w www.shaftec.com/Support.aspx

SIP

T 01509 500400
e technical@sip-group.com

w www.sip-group.com/page/
techzone.aspx

SOUTHERN 
GAS 
SUPPLIES
T 01934 751 265 (James / Alan)

TECALEMIT

T 01752 219100
w www.tecalemit.co.uk

THERMOBILE

T 02476 357960
e sales@thermobile.co.uk

TRUPART

w Fitting guides: 
www.trupart.co.uk/p17.htm

TRW

T 01978 667 800
e cst.uk@trw.com
w www.trwaftermarket.com

VALEO

T 01527 838 300 (Option 2)

e
vsa.uk.technical.mailbox@
valeo.com

app Catalogue app 
w www.valeo-techassist.com

WAI (OPTIMUM)

T 01243 833420

WD-40

T 08449 800838
e info@wd40.co.uk

WIX

T 01604 417 700
app Wix catalogue app
w www.wixfilters.com

WYNNS

T 02476 472 634
e helpline@wynns.uk.com
w www.wynns.uk.com

YUASA

T 01793 833 555
e info@gs-yuasa.uk

NEED SOME ADVICE TO FIT A REPLACEMENT PART? OR HELP FINDING IT? OUR COMPREHENSIVE 
CHECKLIST PUTS ALL THE CONTACT DETAILS FOR THE SUPPLIER YOU NEED AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!



Offers available from 1 July – 31 August 2019 and are subject to availability. All prices exclude VAT and were correct at time of going to press. All images are for illustrative purposes only.  
We reserve the right to withdraw offers without prior notice. E&OE. 

BATH
69-71 Lower Bristol Road, 
Bath, Avon, BA2 3BE

TEL: 01225 424 221

NORWICH
3 Spar Rd, St Faith’s Industrial Estate, 
Norwich, Norfolk, NR6 6BZ

TEL: 01603 496 020

CHIPPENHAM
Unit E, Bumpers Farm Industrial Estate,
Chippenham, Wiltshire SN14 6LH

TEL: 01249 443 100

SWINDON
Unit 6, Oaktree Business Centre, Spitfire Way,
South Marston Trading Estate, SN3 4TX

TEL: 01793 821 715

YEOVIL
6 Bardel Court, Edward Close,
Houndstone Business Park, Yeovil, 
Somerset BA22 8RU

TEL: 01935 415 960

GLASTONBURY
Butt Close, Glastonbury,  
Avon, BA6 9HY

TEL: 01458 832 915

SWINDON GLENMORE
Unit B1, Glenmore Business Park, 
Bridgemead Cl, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN5 7AU

TEL: 01793 821 715

FROME
2a Handlemaker Road,
Frome, BA11 4RW

TEL: 01373 456 100

www.apd.co.uk

NEW!
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Where professionals buy car supplies

THERE’S A BRANCH NEAR YOU

The best, just got better!

To find out more call your local branch today!

We’ve increased our range of Shaftec products, Rolling 
Components Starters & Alternators and BM Catalysts

APD are continuing to invest in great quality products with deliveries up to 3 times daily to all 
branches from our central distribution hub in Swindon.


